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Your Go-To Guide for Embellishing LayoutsOodles of embellishments can leave you overwhelmed,

wondering how to use them on a page. Or maybe you're just tired of using the same ol' techniques.

What you need is a resource full of fresh ideas for using all those embellishments.The Scrapbook

Embellishment Handbook is your go-to guide for using embellishments&#151from hot new materials

like acrylic and chipboard, to old standbys like stickers and stamps. And don't forget buttons, brads,

eyelets, rub-ons and all those digital kits! With 17 sections, each devoted to a single embellishment,

you'll come away with lots of creative solutions for embellishing pages. More than 130

layouts&#151including a before-and-after gallery&#151illustrate just how embellishments can bring

your pages to life.With 51 step-by-step techniques, ranging from super simple to super special,

you'll see how to make the most of your embellishments. Learn how to:Brighten acrylic with alcohol

inkAdd color and texture to bradsStitch a ribbon bouquetDress letters with decorative tapeTransfer

photos onto metalAdd much more!
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I get it, I'm a sucker. I like to help. And when my father called me, hoping I could help him find

something for his girlfriend for Christmas, I took the job. His first descriptor was "scrapbooking," and

one of the first results was this beauty of a book. A quick glance inside via 's preview page helped

me decide that it was a good purchase. The layouts are clean, elegant and simple, and the

techniques are written in a language that anyone---from scrapbook kingpins down to the lowly

first-timer---can understand. As a graphic designer, this sort of visually pleasing, well-designed

approach is important to me in the books I pick for my creative projects, and this book definitely fit

the bill. It's eye candy!The end result? She loved it. Was thrilled by it. Couldn't wait to get home and

hole up in the scrapbooking room. She may still be in there....And I was sorry to lose it (though I

think I might buy one for myself....or at least add it to my wishlist)!

Good ideas

Great book, tons of ideas & projects to keep you busy! Easy to follow & colorful illustrations that

inspire :)

This book gives you awesome examples for using brads, acrylic letters, chipboard, etc. However, if

you're already using these items, this book is not a necessity. A great guide for the beginners to

scrapbooking/card making/papercraft as a whole, but also just that - a guide.I'm happy I bought it

but I don't reference it on a regular basis.

You can buy a million different scrapbooking books. And, they all are filled with page after page of

layouts, sketches, with a few how-tos. This book was pretty much strictly about embellishments and

different ways to use or recreate them. Beautifully done book with lots and lots of pictures. This is

now one of my most favorites.

I'm quite impressed with this book. It contains lots of great ideas for embellishments you likely have

laying around or have even forgotten about. Most ideas were new to me. The photography is clear

and crisp. I highly recommend it for a dose of inspiration when you feel like your embellishing is

getting into a rut.

If you love embellishments, you will love this informative book!



I love the ideas this book has given me along with the Encyclopedia of Scrapbooking. It showed me

how to accomplish techniques I have been wanting to try, and new things I hadn't even thought of!
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